
  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF SACA’S PROPOSALS FOR 
THE MOU 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 The MOU serves four primary purposes, namely: 

 

(a) to innovatively assist professional cricket to deal with substantial annual 

fluctuations in Cricket Revenue; and 

 

(b) to make players genuine stakeholders in the game 

 

(c) to stand as a clear statement of how fundamental matters relating to 

Players will be dealt with in professional cricket; 

 

(d) to require CSA, Franchises and the Players to work together within 

professional cricket. 

 

1.2 The objectives of the MOU are: 

 
� to promote the ongoing financial sustainability of the game and enable 

financial planning; 

� to create a foundation on which to build the future success of the game; 

 

� to assist South Africa in its endeavours to become the world’s number one 

cricket nation; 

 

� to assist in transforming and maintaining the game as a national sport of 

South Africa and to  promote its following in all South African homes and 

communities; 

 

� to promote cricket as a career of choice for elite South African athletes and 

to fairly remunerate Players within such career; 



  

 

� to constitute a clear and transparent statement of how common 

fundamental matters are dealt with in the game; 

 

� to promote relationships with, and co-operation between, the stakeholders 

of the game, these being the South African public, the players, the 

administrators, the sponsors, the broadcasters and the media; 

 

� to promote understandings, and to eliminate conflicts, within the game; 

 

1.3 The MOU will stand for three (3) years from 1st May 2006 to 30th April 2010 and 

will be recorded in a written document which is available to all stakeholders of the 

game (except that confidentiality may be maintained in respect of specific 

remuneration amounts). 

 

1.4 Similar MOU agreements are successfully used in Australian and New Zealand 

cricket. 

 

2. PLAYING CONTRACTS AND NUMBERS 

 

2.1 The MOU will seek to regulate player numbers and standardise the various 

playing contracts while maintaining competitiveness within the professional 

system.  It does not standardise player remuneration for Franchise Players and 

what is paid to particular Players is our important area of individual Franchise 

prerogative. 

 

2.2 Optimum Cricket and Sustained Financial Viability are fundamentals and the MOU 

seeks to achieve the best balance possible between these given the 

circumstances of the game. 

 

2.3 Transformation requirements are applied to player numbers on a proportion of 

contracts basis. 

 



  

2.4 It sets deadline dates for player contracting and allows improved forward planning 

by CSA, Franchises and Players. 

 

2.5 The MOU will also have the effect of rationalising administration and reducing 

administrative costs across the professional system. 

 

2.6 A Player loan-out system is introduced and the transfer system is rationalised to 

enable optimum use of players within the Franchise System.  

 

3. CRICKET REVENUE AND PLAYER STAKEHOLDING 

 

3.1 The MOU seeks to make Players genuine stakeholders in the game and links their 

earnings to the financial state of the game. 

 

3.2 CSA revenue is defined and projected over a four (4) year period. If revenue is 

exceeded then a capped surplus is paid by CSA into a Player Payment Pool 

(PPP) and will be made available to players at the end of the first and third years 

of the MOU period.  

 

3.3 It seeks to get players to adopt appropriate responsibilities relating to their 

stakeholding in the game and for SACA and Players to pursue initiatives aimed at 

increasing Cricket Revenues in the short and long terms. 

 

3.4 The MOU allows longer term financial planning by CSA and Franchises. It also 

enables clarity on fundamental matters (financial, commercial and cricket) which 

promotes cricket as a career choice for elite athletes in South Africa. 

4. PLAYER REMUNERATION 

 

4.1 National Players’ fixed and incentive remuneration will escalate by 6% per year 

over the period of the MOU. 

 

4.2 The funds made available by CSA to the Franchises for Franchise Player 

Remuneration will escalate by 6% per year over the period of the MOU 

 



  

4.3 Both National and Franchise Players will share in any surplus paid into the PPP. 

 

4.4 Player Remuneration is payrolled directly by CSA to Players.  This does not affect 

the contractual rights of Franchises over Franchise Players.  It enables 

rationalisation of this payroll aspect of administration in the Franchises. 

 

5. PLAYER RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

5.1 Players, as stakeholders, will adopt various responsibilities aimed at generally 

elevating the game and SACA will put forward an Action Plan aimed at driving 

Player stakeholder responsibilities.  SACA will work with CSA in the ‘Commercial 

Partnership’ already established under the existing Commercial Agreements 

between CSA and the two Player Trusts in order to maximise Cricket Revenue. 

 

5.2 Players will assume certain social responsibilities and assist to promote cricket as 

a socially responsible sport in South Africa.  The MOU also deals with certain 

Player Family Responsibilities. 

 

5.3 SACA and Players will establish a Benevolent and Social Responsibilities Fund 

(funded independently) from which Social Responsibility payments may be made 

by Players and SACA to social causes. 

 

6. PLAYER EDUCATION AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 

 

6.1 SACA will present an Action Plan and drive initiatives aimed at providing all 

Players with basic life skills education and on cricket related matters (eg anti-

doping and player mentoring).  It will also take forward certain initiatives between 

Players and UNISA relating to Player access to tertiary education. 

 

6.2 It enables our Players to tap into certain education based initiatives by the 

Federation of International Cricketers Associations (FICA), in particular in relation 

to anti-doping. 



  

6.3 SACA will, at its cost, provide all players with access to effective communications 

technology including email and bulk text messaging to ensure Players can 

constantly receive, and respond to, information. 

 

7. PLAYING OVERSEAS AND OVERSEAS PLAYERS 

 

7.1 The MOU seeks to protect the interests of South African cricket and retain, as far 

as possible Players within the game in South Africa.  This includes provision for 

“carve-outs” in all county contracts, player clearance processes and Kolpak player 

regulation. 

 

7.2 It promotes the taking of good “cricket” decisions/recommendations in these 

matters by the Cricket Group. 

 

8. MATCH SCHEDULING AND ADMINISTRATIVE CONDITIONS 

 

8.1 The MOU deals with striking a balance between volume of cricket and optimisation 

of Cricket Revenues through exploitation of all possible opportunities under the 

ICC’s Future Tours Programme.   

 

8.2 It seeks to ensure CSA consultation with Franchises and SACA over domestic 

match scheduling. 

 

8.3 CSA’s General Administration Conditions and Regulations will be reviewed to 

ensure that they are consistent with the provisions of the MOU. 

9. ICC EVENTS 

 

9.1 In order for the ICC to meet its obligations to the Global Cricket Corporation 

(“GCC”) for ICC Events (ie World Cup, Champions Trophy and any 20 Over 

International Event to be introduced) Players are currently required to sign ICC 

Player Terms and to grant Commercial Rights (which includes undertaking certain 

commercial restrictions relating to conflicting sponsors). 

 



  

9.2 CSA and SACA have established a method of endorsing the conclusion of Special 

Terms (negotiated by the ICC and FICA) and granting of requisite commercial 

rights to ICC and its sponsors.  The MOU provides for this methodology to be 

consolidated into the MOU. 

 

10. NON-CONTRACT EVENTS 

 

10.1 The MOU enables participation by National and Franchise Players in non-contract 

events, where CSA and the Franchises deem this appropriate eg Afro-Asia Series. 

 

10.2 It provides for SACA to conclude, with the relevant third party, proper Player 

Terms for such events including adherence to ICC and CSA cricket regulation and 

granting of any necessary Player Commercial Rights to the third party and its 

sponsors. 

 

11. PLAYER HEALTHCARE AND RETIREMENT 

 

11.1 The MOU will contain the SACA Healthcare and Retirement Benefits Package.  

The Benefits Package is called Ukuvika (meaning “taking guard”) and is the 

product of two (2) years work by SACA with Players. 

 

11.2 The Package is introduced by SACA, at no additional cost to CSA or Franchises, 

yet ensures cover, for a minimum of three (3) years, of Players under a SACA 

preferred Medical Aid Scheme (Resolution Health) and a cricket managed 

Retirement Fund for all Players.  To date no Franchise Player has had group 

provision for retirement, or for death and disability and this is a particularly 

important benefit for Players who are in a profession for a limited period of their 

lives. 

 

12. PLAYER SAFETY AND SECURITY 

 

12.1 It is possible in the future that certain countries to which the National Team must 

travel will present safety and security risks (this was in fact the case in the 2003 

tour to Pakistan).  The MOU provides for establishment of simple guidelines on the 



  

handling of ‘area risk assessments’ and any necessary security arrangements for 

the National Team.  SACA and CSA must work together on these issues. 

 

12.2 SACA, through FICA, has access to international risk assessment resources. 

 

12.3 Provision is also made for consultation over safety standards relating to 

equipment, especially Player headgear. 

 

13. PLAYER COMMERCIAL RIGHTS ARRANGEMENTS 

 

13.1 In order for CSA to maximise revenues from its Sponsor Programme and Event 

Sponsors it requires the grant of Player Attributes and Player Appearances (these 

are not part of the Players Contract).  The National Player Trust and the All Player 

Trust has entered into respective five (5) year agreements to ensure the grant of 

these player rights to CSA.  These Agreements will be consolidated into the MOU.  

These Agreements enable CSA to increase sponsorship revenues. 

 

13.2 The MOU will further seek to limit potential sponsorship conflicts and ambush 

marketing. 

 

13.3 The provisions seek also to establish a CSA License and Merchandise 

Programme (eg relating to Branded Apparel, Electronic games etc) aimed at 

increasing revenues for professional cricket through the use of CSA logos and IP 

together with Player Attributes (ie Player images, names, signatures etc).  This is 

currently an under-exploited area in cricket in South Africa. 

 

14. BENEFIT SEASONS 

 

14.1 The MOU will seek to assess the continued relevance of Player Benefit Seasons 

and guidelines relating to these. 

 

 

 

 



  

15. DISCIPLINE, GRIEVANCES AND DISPUTES 

 

15.1 The MOU provides for the establishment of a CSA Player Agent Accreditation 

Programme to clarify the role played by Player Agents and to ensure that the 

areas in which they deal, on behalf of players, is not in conflict with the 

fundamental commercial and financial aspects of the game. 

 

16. PAST PLAYERS 

 

16.1 The MOU seeks to provide channels for involvement by past players in order to 

harness cricket intellectual capital and to promote positive contribution. 

16.2 It also seeks to recognise our past players and to provide business opportunities 

for Players in relation to life after cricket. 

 

16.3 SACA will present an Action Plan to be jointly driven by CSA, Franchise and 

SACA. 

 

17. SACA RECOGNITION 

 

17.1 The Formal Recognition of SACA by CSA and Franchises will be contained in the 

MOU and this will regulate the basis on which CSA/SACA and Franchise/SACA 

relationships are conducted. 

 

 


